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Notes on the little match girl passion — David Lang 
 
I wanted to tell a story. A particular story — in fact, the story of The Little Match Girl by the Danish author Hans 
Christian Andersen. The original is ostensibly for children, and it has that shocking combination of danger and morality 
that many famous children's stories do. A poor young girl, whose father beats her, tries unsuccessfully to sell matches 
on the street, is ignored, and freezes to death. Through it all she somehow retains her Christian purity of spirit, but it 
is not a pretty story. 
 
What drew me to The Little Match Girl is that the strength of the story lies not in its plot but in the fact that all its parts—
the horror and the beauty—are constantly suffused with their opposites. The girl's bitter present is locked together 
with the sweetness of her past memories; her poverty is always suffused with her hopefulness. There is a kind of 
naive equilibrium between suffering and hope. 
 
There are many ways to tell this story. One could convincingly tell it as a story about faith or as an allegory about 
poverty. What has always interested me, however, is that Andersen tells this story as a kind of parable, drawing a 
religious and moral equivalency between the suffering of the poor girl and the suffering of Jesus. The girl suffers, is 
scorned by the crowd, dies, and is transfigured. I started wondering what secrets could be unlocked from this story if 
one took its Christian nature to its conclusion and unfolded it, as Christian composers have traditionally done in 
musical settings of the Passion of Jesus. 
 
The most interesting thing about how the Passion story is told is that it can include texts other than the story itself. 
These texts are the reactions of the crowd, penitential thoughts, statements of general sorrow, shock, or remorse. 
These are devotional guideposts, the markers for our own responses to the story, and they have the effect of making 
the audience more than spectators to the sorrowful events onstage. These responses can have a huge range—in 
Bach's ''Saint Matthew Passion,'' these extra texts range from famous chorales that his congregation was expected 
to sing along with to completely invented characters, such as the ''Daughter of Zion'' and the ''Chorus of Believers.'' 
The Passion format—the telling of a story while simultaneously commenting upon it—has the effect of placing us in 
the middle of the action, and it gives the narrative a powerful inevitability. 
 
My piece is called The Little Match Girl Passion and it sets Hans Christian Andersen's story The Little Match Girl in 
the format of Bach's Saint Matthew Passion, interspersing Andersen's narrative with my versions of the crowd and 
character responses from Bach's Passion. The text is by me, after texts by Han Christian Andersen, H. P. Paulli (the 
first translator of the story into English, in 1872), Picander (the nom de plume of Christian Friedrich Henrici, the librettist 
of Bach's Saint Matthew Passion), and the Gospel according to Saint Matthew. The word ''passion'' comes from the 
Latin word for suffering. There is no Bach in my piece and there is no Jesus—rather the suffering of the Little Match 
Girl has been substituted for Jesus's, elevating (I hope) her sorrow to a higher plane. 
 
Notes on Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird — Shawn Crouch 
 
Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird is a setting of the Wallace Stevens poem of the same name for four soloists 
(SATB), piano and percussion and was commissioned by Tony Boutte and the American Voices. 
 
In a letter, Wallace Stevens said of Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird, "This group of poems is not meant to be 
a collection of epigrams or of ideas, but of sensations." There is something instantaneous and minimalist about each 
of the thirteen stanzas. Steven’s poem was originally published in 1917 by Alfred Kreymborg in, Others: An Anthology 
of the New Verse. The poem was also included in Stevens’ first collection of poetry, Harmonium. The work was 
inspired by the minimalistic forms of haiku and the use of aphorisms. 
 
The Blackbird is the constant throughout the poem and representing many things; time, humankind, nature, society, 
and emotions. The blackbird is timeless, it is both the observer and the subject of the observed. The blackbird is the 
focal point of motion throughout, either itself moving across a landscape or observing the motion in others. The poem 
is also cyclical with the speaker returning to the snowy landscape where the cycle began, this time with the blackbird 
sitting in stillness, a final heavy resting point, the observer in a land of stillness. 
 
Musically this work is a departure from my previous compositions. While repetition has always been a part of my 
music, the rather minimalistic use of material, which stems from the poem, is used in new ways in my setting. The 
musical material itself is meant to invoke a sense of timelessness with baroque-like musical passages moving in very 
un-baroque directions.  The music is meant to call to the past while connecting to the future. The listener is meant to 
feel pulled somewhere between two periods of time. 
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Each of the performers contribute to the performance of the poem in many ways; the singers representing the various 
characters in the poem, each as soloist and ensemble member, the percussion providing the musical landscape with 
brittle timbres that include xylophone and crotales, and the piano providing the passage of time, the point of view of 
the Blackbird and the speaker in the text. 
 

A word on today’s program — Tony Boutté (curator and music director) 
 
This really is a dream come true—to perform such a poignant and iconic work as David Lang’s alongside the world 
premiere of a monumental piece by Shawn Crouch, which I had a hand in conceiving and molding. These 
compositions bring together my passion for pathos, clarity, and differing perspectives, not only through their texts, but 
in how each composer seeks to point to us and say “LOOK! What could this be?” It doesn’t matter if it’s the same 
vision as someone else. It’s the looking that is the most important thing. For without study (introspection and 
outrospection) we stay frozen in the vision of the past. I hope that you receive as much joy from this concert as I have 
had in putting it together. Many thanks to APERIO for their faith in me. 
 
 
PERFORMER BIOS: 
 

TONY BOUTTÉ — tenor, music director and guest program curator 

Tony Boutté was described in a recent issue of Opera News as “possessed of a 
radiant, communicative tenor.” A native of Louisiana, Boutté made his operatic debut 
as Orfeo in Stephen Wadsworth’s groundbreaking Monteverdi Cycle with Skylight 
Opera. He has performed nationally and abroad, including New York, London, Paris, 
and Los Angeles, and made his Carnegie Hall debut in 2006 singing Handel’s 
Messiah. He has performed and recorded numerous premieres, including John 
Eaton’s Benjamin Button, Cuomo’s Arjuna’s Dilemma (BAM Next Wave 2008), 
Michael Gordon’s Chaos, Bang on a Can’s Carbon Copy Building, and In the Penal 
Colony by Philip Glass. His festival appearances include Salzburg, Aspen, Bard, 
Schleswig-Holstein, Settembre, Aldeburgh, and Versailles. Boutté’s extensive 
recording catalog includes works by Lully, Handel, and Bach, as well as multiple world 
premiere recordings. Recent releases include Fauré songs (Edition Peters Sounds) 
and music of Boismortier (Centaur) with Arcanum Ensemble. This summer Tony will 
record Douglas Cuomo’s monodrama Savage Winter, heard at M.A.T.C.H. last 
season, also performed to critical acclaim at Brooklyn Academy of Music’s 2018 Next 

Wave Festival. Tony serves on the faculty of Sam Houston State University (TX) and is artistic director of New 
American Voices, an initiative created to champion new American works for voice through the collaboration of singer 
and composer. For more information, visit www.tonyboutte.com. 

 
AMY PETRONGELLI — soprano 

Amy Petrongelli revels in performing music of all different periods and styles. 
Lauded in the New York Times for her “admirable fluidity,” her diverse solo 
performance career encompasses music from Haydn’s Creation in Carnegie 
Hall to Berio’s Sequenza III at the Radio Nacional Córdoba in Argentina. An 
advocate for new music, Amy frequently works with living composers bringing 
to life new works for the voice. Recent premieres include works by American 
composers such as Christopher Cerrone, Laura Kaminsky, and Julianna Hall. 
Amy is also a founding member of the Khemia Ensemble, a chamber 
ensemble focused on championing contemporary music through multimedia 
performances. Amy’s commitment to musical collaboration has led her to 
fellowships at summer programs such as the Tanglewood Music Center, 
Eighth Blackbird Creative Lab, and Fall Island Vocal Arts Seminar. She has 

also been a featured soloist on song recitals for organizations such as the Brooklyn Art Song Society, Casement Fund 
Recital Series, and the Contemporary Undercurrent of Song Project. A passionate educator, Amy has taught at 
Eastern Michigan University, Akron University, the University of Michigan, and Penn State University.  She is currently 
an Assistant Professor of Voice at Baylor University in Waco, TX. 
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EMILY HOWES HEILMAN — mezzo-soprano 
 
Emily Howes Heilman, mezzo-soprano is currently serving as a Visiting Assistant Professor 
at Sam Houston State University. In 2018, she recently her DM in voice performance from 
Florida State University where she was the recipient of the Edith S. Joel Opera scholarship 
as well as the Glenys Gallaher Award and the Hannah J. Beaulieu Competition. She 
completed both her MM and BM in voice performance at the University of Louisville. Recent 
roles include the Chaplain in Operativo Houston’s premiere of Graham Yates’ Measure of 
Love and Hannah After (cover) in Chautauqua Opera’s production of Laura Kaminsky’s As 
One. 
 

 
 

 
CHRISTOPHER BESCH — bass-baritone 
 
With performances described as embodying a “commanding stage presence” (DC 
Theatre Scene), as well as “sweet and earnest” (Houston Chronicle), bass-baritone 
Christopher Besch enjoys a diverse career in opera, concert, and recital. On the 
operatic stage, Mr. Besch has been lauded for his “lively stage presence” (Houston 
Press). Highlights of his traditional operatic career include performances in Rossini’s 
La Cenerentola with Opera in the Heights with Maestro Eiki Isomura, to which he “gave 
stentorian voice to Alidoro’s pronouncements” (Opera), and Rocco in a bollywood-
themed Fidelio at the Skylight Music Theatre. However, some of his most treasured 

performances occurred under the baton of the late Maestro Lorin Maazel, which included Ashby in Puccini’s La 
fanciulla del West in concert with Orquesta Sinfónica de Galicia in Spain and a later staged version at Maazel’s 
Castleton Festival in Virginia, Il Commendatore in Mozart’s Don Giovanni, and Zuniga in Bizet’s Carmen. Music which 
lies on the modern side of “classical” is also a passion of Mr. Besch’s. He created the role of Peter Gray in Wings 
They Were: The Case of Emeline with Houston Grand Opera’s HGOco. He was a company member for Gregory 
Spears’ opera based on the 2003 Columbia Space Shuttle disaster, O Columbia, and portrayed Archibald Craven in 
Nolan Gasser’s operatic treatment of The Secret Garden with The Opera Theatre of Weston. He also gave the premier 
of the song cycle Notes in a Minister’s Notebook by B.P. Herrington on poetry by the American poet Miller WillIams. 
In addition to an abundant performing schedule, he also serves as a Lecturer of Voice at The University of Texas - 
San Antonio and maintains a private teaching studio in Houston, TX. 
 
 

SAULE GARCIA — piano 
 
Pianist Saule Garcia dedicates her time to coaching and collaborating with singers and 
instrumentalists. Born in Kazakhstan, she was groomed early in childhood into the vocal 
field by her mother, Roza Tlenchiyeva, a professional Kazakh opera singer and 
pedagogue. Saule worked as a vocal coach at the Kazakh National Opera Theatre upon 
graduation from Moscow Tchaikovsky Conservatory. Professionally trained in Russia, 
Garcia came to US In 2009 to study at Southern Methodist University in Dallas with 
Spanish pianist Joaquín Achúcarro. She won prestigious Marilyn Horne’s Song 
Competition in the summer of 2011 as a young artist at Santa Barbara’s Music Academy 
of the West. This victory led Saule to be twice-invited to participate in Marilyn Horne’s 
annual workshop “Song Continues…” at Carnegie Hall in New York. There, she 
successfully worked/accompanied in masterclass programs offered by a some of 
classical music’s greatest vocal performers and composers Mary Dibbern, Marilyn 
Horne, Jessye Norman, Dalton Baldwin, Renée Fleming, Martha Gerhardt, Margaret 

Singer, Warren Jones, Kenneth Griffith, and Jake Heggie. Additionally, Garcia received professional training from 
renowned international vocal coaches/accompanists Gulzhan Aidabulova, Natalia Sidorenko, Elvia Puccinelli, and 
Ken Noda. Her principal teachers include Altai Kussainov, Alexander Mndoyants, Natalia Sidorenko, Joaquín 
Achúcarro and Vladimir Viardo. She is a founder and former president of the “North Texas Collaborative Pianists” at 
University of North Texas where she is currently in the final phase of her Doctor of Musical Arts degree. Since 2017 
Garcia has served as vocal coach and staff accompanist at Sam Houston State University in Huntsville, TX. 
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BRIAN GRAISER — percussion 
 
Brian Graiser is a contemporary percussionist, composer, and teacher, and has served as 
the Adjunct Instructor of Percussion at Sam Houston State University since 2016. His 
musical exploits are highly diverse, although he takes pride in being at the forefront of 
advocacy for the extended-range vibraphone, highlighted by such efforts as his Concerto 
No. 1 [“Lulu”], the world’s first concerto for four-octave vibraphone, along with numerous 
commissions, premieres, and research pertaining to the instrument. His performances have 
taken him up and down the U.S., Canada, Australia, Panama, France, Italy, and China, 
including engagements with the Cincinnati Pops, Cincinnati Chamber Opera, Oakville 
(Ontario) Chamber Orchestra, and Georgia Ensemble Theatre, as well as solo 
performances at the Festival Alfredo Saint Malo (Panama) and the Percussive Arts Society 
International Convention. Brian has performed extensively as one half of the REFLECT 
harp+percussion duo alongside his wife Alaina, most recently on a national tour that 

included a showcase concert at the American Harp Society Summer Institute. Graiser earned his Doctor of Musical 
Arts in percussion performance at the University of Cincinnati and is an artist-endorser of Salyers Percussion and 
Dream Cymbals and Gongs, a member of the Black Swamp Percussion Education Network, and the proud owner of 
a DeMorrow Instruments four-octave vibraphone. 
 
 
DAVID LANG  
composer 

Passionate, prolific, and complicated, composer David Lang embodies the restless spirit of invention. Lang is at the 
same time deeply versed in the classical tradition and committed to music that resists categorization, constantly 
creating new forms. 

Lang is one of America's most performed composers. Many of his works resemble each other only in the fierce 
intelligence and clarity of vision that inform their structures. His catalogue is extensive, and his opera, orchestra, 
chamber and solo works are by turns ominous, ethereal, urgent, hypnotic, unsettling and very emotionally direct. 
Much of his work seeks to expand the definition of virtuosity in music — even the deceptively simple pieces can be 
fiendishly difficult to play and require incredible concentration by musicians and audiences alike. 

Lang's simple song #3, written as part of his score for Paolo Sorrentino's acclaimed film YOUTH, received many 
awards nominations in 2016, including the Academy Award and Golden Globe. 

His opera prisoner of the state (with libretto by Lang) was co-commissioned by the New York Philharmonic, 
Rotterdam's de Doelen Concert Hall, London’s Barbican Centre, Barcelona’s l’Auditori, Bochum Symphony 
Orchestra, and Bruges’s Concertgebouw; it premiered June 2019 in New York, conducted by Jaap van Zweden. 
prisoner of the state receieves its European premieres during the 2019/2020 season. 

Other recent works include the writings, commissioned by Carnegie Hall and the Netherlands Kamerkoor, and 
premiered by Theatre of Voices; the mile-long opera co-created with architect Elizabeth Diller and premiered in New 
York City's mile-long elevated park The Highline; symphony without a hero, commissioned and premiered by the 
Seattle Symphony; the loser, which opened the 2016 Next Wave Festival at the Brooklyn Academy of Music, and for 
which Lang served as composer, librettist and stage director; the public domain for 1000 singers at Lincoln Center’s 
Mostly Mozart Festival; his chamber opera anatomy theater at Los Angeles Opera and at the Prototype Festival in 
New York; the concerto man made for the ensemble So Percussion and a consortium of orchestras, including the 
BBC Symphony and the Los Angeles Philharmonic; mountain, commissioned by the Cincinnati Symphony, death 
speaks, a song cycle based on Schubert, but performed by rock musicians, including Bryce Dessner from The 
National and Shara Worden from My Brightest Diamond; the whisper opera, for the International Contemporary 
Ensemble and soprano Tony Arnold; and love fail, an evening-length work for the early music vocal ensemble 
Anonymous 4, with libretto and staging by Lang. 

Lang's works are performed around the globe by the BBC Symphony, the International Contemporary Ensemble, 
eighth blackbird, Santa Fe Opera, the New York Philharmonic, the Netherlands Chamber Choir, the Boston 
Symphony, the Munich Chamber Orchestra, the Kronos Quartet and many others; and at festivals and venues such 
as Lincoln Center, the Southbank Centre, Carnegie Hall, the Kennedy Center, the Barbican Centre, the Brooklyn 
Academy of Music, Tanglewood, the BBC Proms, MusicNOW festival, The Munich Biennale, the Settembre Musica 
Festival, the Sydney 2000 Olympic Arts Festival and the Almeida, Holland, Berlin, Adelaide and Strasbourg Festivals. 
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His music is used regularly for ballet and modern dance around the world by such choreographers as Twyla Tharp, 
the Paris Opera Ballet, the New York City Ballet, Susan Marshall, Edouard Lock, La La La Human Steps, The 
Netherlands Dance Theater, and Benjamin Millepied, who choreographed a new piece by Lang for the LA Dance 
Project at BAM in 2014. 

Lang’s film work includes the score to Paolo Sorrentino's YOUTH, and for Jonathan Parker’s (Untitled), the music for 
the award-winning documentary The Woodmans, and the string arrangements for Requiem for a Dream, performed 
by the Kronos Quartet. His music is also on the soundtrack for Paolo Sorrentino’s Oscar-winning La Grande Bellezza. 

Lang is the recipient of numerous honors and awards, including the Pulitzer Prize, an Academy Award and Golden 
Globe nominations, Musical America's Composer of the Year, Carnegie Hall's Debs Composer's Chair, the Rome 
Prize, the BMW Music-Theater Prize (Munich), and grants from the Guggenheim Foundation, the Foundation for 
Contemporary Performance Arts, the National Endowment for the Arts, the New York Foundation for the Arts, and 
the American Academy of Arts and Letters. In 1999, he received a Bessie Award for his music in choreographer 
Susan Marshall's The Most Dangerous Room in the House, performed live by the Bang on a Can All-Stars at the Next 
Wave Festival of the Brooklyn Academy of Music. The Carbon Copy Building won the 2000 Village Voice OBIE Award 
for Best New American Work. The recording of the passing measures on Cantaloupe Records was named one of the 
best CDs of 2001 by The New Yorker. His CD pierced on Naxos was praised both on the rock music site Pitchfork 
and in the classical magazine Gramophone, and was called his "most exciting new work in years" by the San 
Francisco Chronicle. The recording of the little match girl passion released on Harmonia Mundi, received the 2010 
Grammy Award for Best Small Ensemble Performance. 

Lang is co-founder and co-artistic director of New York's legendary music collective Bang on a Can. His work has 
been recorded on the Sony Classical, Harmonia Mundi, Teldec, BMG, Point, Chandos, Argo/Decca, and Cantaloupe 
labels, among others. 

His music is published by Red Poppy Music (ASCAP) and is distributed worldwide by G. Schirmer, Inc. 

SHAWN CROUCH 
composer 
 
Gramophone Magazine calls Shawn Crouch a "gifted composer" and the New York Times describes Shawn Crouch's 
work as music of "gnarling atonal energy". The Miami Herald called his Road from Hiroshima; A Requiem a 
"staggering achievement, an imaginative, powerful and deeply moving work." Recently Crouch’s Visions and 
Ecstasies, A Mass was named “Best New Work” by the South Florida Classical Review.  Shawn has received grants 
and awards from such institutions as the American Academy of Arts and Letters, The American Prize, ASCAP, BMI, 
Yale University, Society of Composers Inc., Meet the Composer, NewMusicUSA, and the Percussive Arts Society. 
He is the inaugural recipient of the Dale Warland Singers Commissioning Award given by Chorus America and the 
American Composers Forum. Shawn Crouch, composer, has had his works performed and commissioned by 
ensembles in the United States, Canada and Europe including the Cleveland Orchestra, American Modern Ensemble, 
The American Guild of Organists, Blow, Cantori New York, California E.A.R. Unit, Chanticleer, Del Sol String Quartet, 
Eighth Blackbird the Esoterics, Essential Voices USA, the Lunar Ensemble, Lost Dog New Music Ensemble, Non 
Sequitur, newEar Contemporary Ensemble, Plexure Trio, Phoenix Chorale, Prism Quartet, San Francisco Choral 
Artists, Santa Fe Chorale, Seraphic Fire, Splinter Reeds,  the Yesaroun' Duo, and Volti. 

Shawn Crouch’s music has been recorded by many professional ensembles and commercially released on major 
record labels. Recent recording projects include: Essential Voices USA who released as a single “Where There is 
Sadness, Joy” and his “Who Would You Be.” The San Francisco based new music ensemble Volti recorded his 
Paradise, a motet for 12 voices, for their “This Is What Happened” album. His Light of Common Day is recorded by 
Seraphic Fire on their album “Reincarnations,” his composition Lullaby from his Paradise is included on the recent 
album release of "The Best of Chanticleer" on Warner Records. His Pie Jesu from The Road from Hiroshima can be 
found on Seraphic Fire's self-titled album, “Seraphic Fire”. Dr. Crouch's instrumental compositions City Columns and 
Adolescent Psychology can be found on Navona Records. Shawn Crouch's music is published by ECS Publishing, 
Hal Leonard on their Judith Clurman, Craig Hella Johnson, Eugene Rogers and Dale Warland Choral Series, G. 
Schirmer, Mark Foster and HoneyRock Publishing. 

Shawn Crouch is currently Assistant Professor Composition and Theory at the University of Miami’s Frost School of 
Music where he is artistic director of the Ensemble Ibis New Music Ensemble. Dr. Crouch has served as the Founding 
Director of Seraphic Fire’s Miami Choral Academy, a tuition-free program that creates a little league-type network of 
choral ensembles for children in underserved communities of Miami-Dade County and has served on the music faculty 
at the Walden School for Young Musicians, and the Hunter College Campus School in New York City. 
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Shawn Crouch has studied composition with Martin Bresnick, Ezra Laderman, Lansing McLoskey and Malcolm 
Peyton and conducting with Marguerite Brooks and Leo Wanenchak. He has been the Wallace-Readers Digest 
Composition Fellow at the Tanglewood Music Center as well as a composition fellow at the Norfolk Music Festival 
where he studied with Michael Gandolfi and Augusta Read Thomas. He has served as Composer-In-Residence with 
the San Francisco Choral Artists and at Arizona’s Arcosanti New Music Festival. Shawn received his B.Mus. in 
composition from the New England Conservatory with honors and distinction in performance, his M.Mus. in 
composition from the Yale School of Music, and his D.M.A. in composition from the Frost School of Music at the 
University of Miami. Dr. Crouch serves on Board of Directors for Chorus America and is a BMI composer. 

 
 
NEW AMERICAN VOICES was founded in 2104 by tenor Tony Boutté as an initiative devoted to fostering 
collaboration between singer and composer to create and present new works. The inaugural season presented three 
programs (five concerts) taking place in NYC and Miami in early 2015. The concerts were devoted to music by living 
composers, and featured numerous world premieres. Since then, New American Voices has fostered the creation of 
dozens of new works from composers ranging from students to established professionals like Libby Larsen, Michael 
Alec Rose and Zachary Wadsworth. New American Voices was recently recognized when Zachary Wadsworth’s cycle 
Parlo(u)r Songs (commissioned in 2017) was named a winner of the National Association of Teachers of Singing Art 
Song Composition Prize. The piece will be performed this June (2020) at the NATS National Conference in Knoxville, 
TN. For more information, visit https://www.tonyboutte.com/new-american-voices 
 
 
MICHAEL ZURAW 
artistic director (APERIO) 
 
Hailed as "a spectacular pianist" (NewMusicBox), and praised for his “deft touch and fleet piano work” (Houston 
Chronicle), Michael Zuraw is a versatile performer who has earned numerous prizes as both a soloist and collaborative 
artist. He is the Artistic Director of Aperio - Music of the Americas to promote contemporary and new music by 
composers from the New World. Since 2006, Zuraw has curated more than 70 unique programs of vocal and 
instrumental chamber music, solo repertoire, and symphonic works including regional premieres, dedicated 
commissions, and premiere recordings. Notable appearances include performances at the Aspen Music Festival, 
New Hampshire Music Festival, Rio International Cello Encounter and the Carnegie Institute, as well as solo, vocal 
and chamber engagements in New York, Chicago, Houston, Dallas, Pittsburgh, Rio de Janeiro, and São Paulo. A 
graduate of the Interlochen Arts Academy, University of Illinois and Carnegie Mellon University, Zuraw earned a 
Doctor of Musical Arts degree at Rice University’s Shepherd School of Music. He is currently on the faculty of St. 
John’s School and teaches for the American Festival for the Arts in Houston. 
 
 
/AˈPE.RI.O/ VERB [LAT] 1: TO OPEN, REVEAL, OR UNVEIL 
2: TO HEAR WITH NEW UNDERSTANDING 
 
Aperio, Music of the Americas is a Houston-based ensemble dedicated to presenting unique chamber music in 
performances that showcase contemporary composers from the Americas. Through an interactive performance 
format, the ensemble's programming examines the art music of South and North America, focusing particularly on 
musical contributions drawn from many indigenous and foreign cultures. Aperio advocates for the creation and 
promotion of new works by both emerging and established composers, often exploring the relationship between 
selected repertoire and other art forms. In the spirit of this mission, the organization is committed to expanding 
classical music audiences through extensive community and educational outreach programs, with a particular focus 
on underserved communities in the Houston area. 

 
SPECIAL THANKS to the College of Arts & Media and the School of Music. The support I receive from their leadership 
and my fellow faculty is invaluable. I’d like to acknowledge two students, Emily Anderson and Carlos Figueroa, who 
observed rehearsals, assisted when needed, and offered critical feedback. I hope that this was a great learning 
experience for you. Also, thank you to the staff in the School of Music office, especially Kelli Irwin and Patrician Duran, 
who both did their part to make this concert a success. 

 
 
 


